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Data Dump is not only a publication where we can provide content to supplement 
the Rezolution and Warlands products, but it is intended to be produced as a 
collaboration with the Rezolution and Warlands gaming community. With that in 
mind we will accept contributions from outside of Aberrant.  
 
What we are looking for: 
 
Battle Reports: Let people know how your battles played out. These can be in 
any format such as the fictional style, turn by turn description or even just straight 
report on how the game played.  
 
Assignments: Rezolution or Warlands games you have created to test your 
friends. Please put as much details as possible, make sure that everything is 
clear, the objectives (primary and secondary if relevant), the winning conditions, 
any special rules such as door system target numbers, scenery values etc. The 
more detail the better; remember the people playing your assignment do not 
have you to ask how it should be played.  
 
Articles: Anything about Warlands or Rezolution is allowed. Articles about tactics, 
force building, etc. Please note that any house rule type articles, if published are 
not deemed as official rules. Official rules created by Aberrant and printed in 
Data Dump will be labeled as such. 

 
Fiction: Short stories using characters and situations you have created. Named 
characters from the official Rezolution or Warlands products should not be used. 
Short stories should be 3000 words or less. If you have something longer please 
email the submissions email with a synopsis of the story before submitting.  
 
Images of the Future: Photos of your Warlands and Rezolution models. 
Rezolution models should be Aberrant models or conversions of Aberrant 
models. In the case of Warlands models the models must have at least 
something of Aberrant on them, they do not necessarily have to be an Aberrant 
vehicle, a model with Aberrant accessories is acceptable. Photos of scenery are 
also accepted.  
 
Submissions must be original, never published before, and must not violate the 
rights of any third party.  
 
How to submit: 
 
Submissions should be included in the text of an email, no attachments please, 
sent to the email address below. Our editors will format accordingly. Please 
include your full name on the Submission. Submitting does not guarantee 
publication in Data Dump. 
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If your submission requires photographs or diagrams, etc that cannot be included 
in the email text, please include the details on the submission and we will email 
you for those files. Submissions made with attachments without prior 
communication will not be opened and will be rejected immediately. 
 
Send you submission to submissions@aberrantgames.com 
 
By submitting to Aberrant you agree that, if accepted, the submission may be 
edited for content and grammar before publication.  
 
If your submission is accepted, you will receive an email with the issue number in 
which your submission will be published. You will receive no payment, fiscal or 
otherwise, for submissions used, but authors will be credited in the magazine.  
 
All submitted material will become the copyright of Aberrant. Aberrant reserve the 
right to use the material in other publications, but in the event of this happening 
the original author will be notified, if possible, and a written credit for the author 
will be given in that publication. Submitting to Aberrant does not constitute an 
obligation, fiscal or otherwise, between the contributor and Aberrant . 
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